Model N’s Revenue Cloud System
Maximization Audit Service

System Maximization Audit

Model N’s System Maximization Audit service ensures manufacturers are getting the maximum benefit from Model N’s product by streamlining business processes to maximize revenue, reduce revenue leakage, and remain compliant. This service is available for manufacturers leveraging Model N’s Revenue Cloud and/or Global Pricing solutions.

The service evaluates all used and unused system features as well as offline processes. It helps manufacturers answer the questions:

- What can be run in Model N today that is currently not being done there?
- How can it be run?
- Can affiliate systems be decommissioned and data managed in Model N?
- What can be done more efficiently?

**Key capabilities**

- Manual process and issue log audit
- Interface review
- User inefficiencies and opportunities

**Benefits**

- Maximize business impact of Model N
- Improve system experience and ROI by removing manual processes
- Ensure all key benefits within the Model N system are being leveraged fully